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Parameter settings: number of subjects, number of measure points,






















Calculation of the estimate with the missing
mechanism: IM, NIMED or NIMUD
Complete-/Available-Case
Calculation of the comparing estimates.
Check
Calculation of the MSE, ECI and
TCI
Result
Results of the simulation are
adapted into a TeX-file
End of program
Summary of the results and
creating and output file with all
partial results of the simulations.
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Main procedure pattern-mixture for missing
mechanism IM and NIMED






Edition of data set
Separates subjects into a
matrix of completers and a










Arrange data-set to matrices
Condenses data to matrices of sums
Sweep-operator
Runing the sweep-operator with the data-sets
Deletion of the i-th subject
Deletion of the i-th subject in the
original data set
End of procedure
Summary of the results and hand









Estimate of the parameters
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Main procedure pattern-mixture for missing
mechanism NIMUD






Edition and arranging data-
set to matrices
Separates data set and con-











Replacing missing values with the CC-
estimate
Edition and arranging the completed data-
set to matrices
Separates completed data set and con-denses
it to matrices of sums
Deletion of the i-th subject
Deletion of the i-th subject in the
original data set
End of procedure
Summary of the results and hand









Estimate of the parameters








Runing the sweep-operator with
the data-sets and calculate
parameters for the E-step
E-step: estimate of the matrix
elements
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